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Exelon’s Rowe is booster for Illinois competition
“Customers don’t want a return to the days
of monopoly utilities and neither do we,”
said John Rowe, president and CEO of
Exelon, the parent company of ComEd.

Competition enters a new phase in
January 2007 when a 10-year rate freeze
ends along with transition charges paid
only by shoppers.

Since customer choice began five
years ago, more than 70% of ComEd’s
biggest customers and thousands of small
businesses chose alternatives to the utility’s
old-styled bundled rate, some reporting
savings up to 15%.

During that same period, ComEd’s
residential customers saved nearly $3
billion dollars from a 20% rate reduction
and freeze while experiencing fewer
service interruptions and shorter outages,
Rowe said.

Rowe has been a champion for
competition in the electric industry, making
presentations to policymakers, lawmakers
and industry leaders.

“We’ve had no adverse consequences
from restructuring here in Illinois.

“Reliability, electric supply and industry
financial health are intact. We need to keep
moving forward,” he said.

“The benefits of electric competition
have touched every customer group in
Illinois,” said Frank Clark, president of
ComEd.

“Our company also became more
efficient and customer-focused in this new
world.  Competition is the right choice for
our industry.”

The residential savings are amplified
when factoring inflation. The price of
goods and services as reflected in the
Consumer Price Index has increased 20
percent in the Chicago area since 1995,
ComEd said.

While a robust retail market for smaller
customers hasn’t emerged, all ComEd’s
customers are enjoying better prices and
more reliable service since competition was
introduced.

Customers will benefit too from a
developing wholesale market now that
ComEd joined PJM, the company said.

The prospect of customers choosing
other suppliers spurred new efficiency
measures at ComEd that produced
concrete results, such as:

·  Fewer interruptions — down 44%
on a per-customer basis;

·  Shorter outages — down 53%, and

·  Fewer customer complaints —
down by more than half.

Industry experts consider the nuclear
plants formerly owned by ComEd and
now operated by Exelon Nuclear to be
among the most efficiently run plants in
the country, the company said.

Spurred by competition, these plants
realized significant improvements in the
percentage of time the plants are on line
(capacity) and the duration of their
refueling outages.

Other ComEd customer benefits since
deregulation:

·  ComEd’s “Hourly Energy Pricing”
program launched in January 2003.  It is
the first large-scale residential pricing
program in the nation encouraged
customers to use electricity during “off-
peak” hours when overall demand is not
high. The program is designed to save

customers money and create less strain on
generation and distribution systems;

·  Increased investment in renewable
energy resources. ComEd sold its coal
plants in 1999 and donated $225 million of
the proceeds to help establish the Illinois
Clean Energy Community Foundation that
supports the development of renewable
energy resources, and

·  New competitive power supply
brought on line — 9,000 MW of new
power generation in the last five years. The
cost of these plants is not bundled into
customer rates. The plants must provide
competitively priced power to stay in
business;

The ICC has been collecting comments
from stakeholders and holding workshops
on the next phase of restructuring and is
expected to issue recommendations to the
legislature in November.

MISO trading hubs to boost trading certainty
The Midwest ISO has created three
financial trading hubs to ease
wholesale market transactions.

The trading hubs allow market
participants to move from existing
bilateral contracts in ways that better
reflect the Day-Ahead and Real-Time
Energy Markets based on locational
marginal pricing (LMP), to be used
beginning March 1.

The three trading hubs — Cinergy,
Michigan and Illinois — provide
“common price indices that create
certainty about how trading will

develop prior to the launch of our
energy markets next spring,” explained
Ron McNamara, MISO’s chief
economist.

MISO is responsible for:
administering a region-wide tariff;
maintaining the Open Access Same-
time Information system website;
ensuring region-wide market
monitoring services; maintaining
operational authority; monitoring all
critical facilities in the region, and
developing and implementing market-
based congestion management.

PG&E CEO boasts strong
support for solar power

Solar power development is in the interest
of Pacific Gas and Electric and its
customers, CEO Gordon Smith told a
conference audience yesterday.

“PG&E is always going to be a net
buyer of electricity, and as a buyer it is
looking for effective and efficient sources
of power.

“A generation source where the utility
doesn’t have to take on the risks
associated with the future price of fuel

could be a very attractive part of our
procurement portfolio,” Smith said at Solar
Power 2004 in San Francisco.

“Today, the solar infrastructure in
California includes a small amount of utility-
owned solar powered generation, and a
growing number of customers who own their
own solar powered systems,” Smith noted.

“We see a future where wholesale solar
powered generators also enter the picture.”
“One of the major challenges that the solar
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power industry must address is the
overall cost competitiveness of solar
power when compared with other
generation sources — both renewable
and conventional generation,” Smith
observed.

“PG&E remains committed to
working with the solar power industry,
with suppliers and others in the industry
to promote the increased use of solar
power in ways that will improve cost
effectiveness and reliability.”

PG&E was an early participant in

the development of commercially viable
photovoltaic systems (PV) including
using PV powered systems on some of
its own facilities since the 1970s, Smith
noted.

The utility hooked up more than 40
mw of solar-powered generation to the
electric grid in northern and central
California — 13 mw through the self-
generation incentive program — in just
the past three years, he added.

And PG&E has awarded $45 million
in self-generation incentives to

customers throughout northern and
central California, defraying initial costs
of installing solar and committed another
$105 million to 165 projects in various
stages of production.

It has supported numerous state
legislative measures aimed at improving
investment in renewable energy sources
in California and launched a Solar
Schools program to provide specialized
curriculum and install demonstration-
sized PV systems at schools, the
company noted.

NY PSC needs data
for new tool:  New York PSC
competition chief Ronald Cerniglia
urged marketers to provide apples-to-
apples data on their products and
offers for the Power to Choose
comparison chart the PSC hopes to
launch next month on its AskPSC.com
website (RT, yesterday).  Letters went
out a month ago, said Cerniglia, the
PSC’s director of retail market
development, asking marketers to
provide specific price and product
details.  Consumers have voiced
“significant interest” in this kind of
service, Cerniglia told marketers.  The
deadline for data is Nov 3 so they can
post the price and service comparisons
on Nov 5.

Entergy reaped gains
from competition:  Revenues at
Entergy grew 9.8% in the last quarter
to $2.96 billion from $2.7 billion in last
year’s third quarter.  Growth of 23.3%
in Entergy’s competitive businesses
and 30% in natural gas surpassed
6.9% growth in domestic electric.
Earnings from Entergy’s nuclear fleet
grew 12% based on better contract
pricing and adjustments in
decommissioning liabilities despite
lower generation because of outages.
Commodity services earnings dropped
because of losses at Entergy-Koch’s
trading business to be sold.

AEP sees poorer
third quarter:  Poorer results
from its Texas and Ohio utilities and
lost revenue from assets it sold
dragged down AEP’s third quarter
revenue to $3.7 billion from $3.9
billion in the same quarter last year.

AEP wasn’t able to book earnings from
Texas’ stranded cost recovery
mechanism in the quarter that ended
last month.  That adjustment boosted
its earnings by $60.6 million last year
based on a wholesale capacity auction
trueup.  Selling off some Texas
generation — required under the PUC’s
stranded cost recovery rules —
dragged down sales too.  Ohio utilities
revenue dropped due to milder weather
— cutting retail sales by 5% — and
higher fuel costs in a state with frozen
retail rates.  Income rose at AEP
utilities in regulated states.

Alberta retailer
upgrades billing system:
Epcor Merchant & Capital, the
competitive unit of Epcor Utilities, is
installing the same Itron billing system
its regulator sister businesses use.
The system automates complex billing
processes the company had been
doing manually and is expected to
eliminate billing delays and errors.
Itron’s MVPBS Complex Billing
product supports billing demand,
energy rates, real-time pricing,
interruptible rates and gas
transportation for C&I customers
along with transmission-related and
settlement charges.  It can be used as
well to customize bills for national and
franchise accounts, Itron said.

Siemens sees future
in wind:  German engineering and
electronics giant Siemens is getting into
the wind energy business by buying
Denmark’s Bonus Energy.  Siemens sees
10% growth ahead for the E6 billion/year
market for wind energy systems.
Pending regulatory approvals the deal is
to close by the end of the year.

Ontario redesigns small
customer power bills

Ontario utilities are to simplify power bills
and start giving consumers historical use
data to help them make wiser energy
choices.

The changes were recommended by
Consultant Salvatore Badali of Deloitte
Consulting in a report commissioned by
the Ontario Energy Ministry
(www.energy,gov.on.ca/
index.cfm?fuseaction=archives.electricityreview)
that found a bewildering array of line
items on bills — averaging eight —
adopted after the market opened to
competition in 2002.

Nearly 100 utilities described line
items 132 different ways, the report
found, and consumers had inconsistent
data — or none — to compare their
power usage.

The new, more customer-friendly bills
are to have only four line items, use
uniform terminology with a glossary of
terms and provide consumption histories.

Line items are to detail electricity
(commodity), delivery, regulatory and
debt-retirement charges only.

The new format was tested by
Hamilton Utilities, who volunteered after
customers said they wanted bills that were
easier to understand, said the utility’s
president Art Leitch.

Deloitte found other inconsistencies
among the provinces many utilities.

Fixed charges varied from $2 to more
than $26/month and variable distribution
rates ranged from 0.25¢ to 4.0¢/kwh.

Each LDC, Deloitte recommended,
should conduct cost-of-service studies
and stakeholders should develop a more
uniform policy on what which charges
should be variable and which fixed.

Line loss adjustments should be
incorporated into residential rates,
requiring adjustments in transmission,
wholesale market services and electricity
commodity rates, Deloitte suggested.

The consultant saw “significant
opportunities” for energy conservation by
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Maryland C&Is flocking to market

Residential Small C&I Med C&I Large C&I All C&I
Shoppers Shoppers Shoppers Shoppers Shoppers

Allegheny Power 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.7% 0.0%
Baltimore G&E 0.0% 0.3% 20.2% 74.2% 2.3%
Conectiv 0.1% 5.6% 24.2% 89.3% 6.3%
Pepco 9.8% 14.2% 26.1% 51.6% 18.0%
Total 2.4% 3.5% 22.5% 59.0% 6.0%

Peak Load Served by Marketers
Allegheny Power 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Baltimore G&E 0.0% 1.2% 26.6% 88.4% 46.2%
Conectiv 0.1% 10.0% 29.0% 93.2% 40.6%
Pepco 11.6% 19.2% 33.6% 70.9% 49.7%
Total 3.1% 4.1% 27.1% 75.6% 42.4%
Source: Maryland PSC

Maryland Power Shopping — September 2004

More than 1,000 C&I customers
moved to marketers last month
continuing the migration kicked off by
new POLR service rules in Maryland.

The exodus began this summer
when new rates based on a
competitive RFP went into effect for
all customers — except residentials at
Baltimore Gas & Electric and
Allegheny Power — and hourly based
rates became available to large C&I
customers.

New shopping is most vigorous at
Baltimore Gas & Electric where 1,056
C&I and even 25 residential
customers switched suppliers.

Marketers have responded to the
opportunity of competing with
market-based rates by moving into the

state, with BG&E customers to have
the most — seven for small C&Is, 14
for mid-sized C&Is and 14 for large
C&Is — offers to choose from.

The rise in a single month is
startling, particularly at BG&E where
large C&I shopping grew from 67.8%
in August to 74.2% last month.  Large
C&I load served by marketers at BG&E
rose to almost two percentage points.

Marketers share of the C&I
market statewide grew to 6% of
customers versus 5.7% the month
before and 42.2% of peak load versus
39.1%.

Marketers were serving 907 of the
state’s 1,536 large C&Is and more
than 2,000 mw of peak load last
month.

encouraging the use of interval meters,
providing historical use data on bills, using
the internet to inform customers how they

can save on power and other education
initiatives.

The new bill format allows room for

Bad-debt riders are bad
policy, says Ohio

commissioner
Ohio regulators split over approving a
new rate for Columbia Gas of Ohio’s
uncollectible expense rider just as it did
in OKing use of the riders for
Columbia, Dominion East Ohio Gas,
Vectren Energy Delivery of Ohio,
Northeast Natural Gas and Oxford
Natural Gas.

The holdout, Commissioner Judith
Jones, this time filed a dissent
explaining her reasons.

“Before we considered bad debt
riders, I believe we needed full-blown
rate cases where all applicable facts
would be presented and debated,”
Jones wrote, giving the PUC adequate
information to find bad-debt expenses
along with other components of rates
were just and reasonable.

She thinks the riders — requested by
the utilities to make recovery of bad debt
expense easier — remove LDCs’
incentives to collect bad debts and
customers’ incentives to pay bills on time
and are just plain “bad public policy.”

Columbia’s new rider of 20.8¢/mcf
is four-times the previous one
reflecting more disconnections for
nonpayment.

“There comes a point where the
Commission should be concerned with
the impact of its decisions upon
customer rates and with approving
financial proposals without complete
analyses of the full financial picture,”
Jones warned.

The PUC crossed the line on this
decision , Jones noted.

NEMA wants ConEd bill unbundling done right
Marketers urged the New York PSC to
reject Consolidated Edison’s proposal to
include customer care as well as credit
and collections costs in its delivery rates
when utilities buy marketers’ receivables.

Those costs are incurred in providing
a competitive, commodity-related
service, ConEd argued, so should be
accounted for in competitive rates.

NEMA argues that the cost of
utilities’ legacy systems used to provide
commodity services shouldn’t “be
hidden” in delivery charges.

“The customers of those marketers

that do or do not participate in a utility
purchase of receivables should be eligible
for an enhanced credit,” NEMA noted,
that reflects whether or not their
competitive supplier is performing some
customer-care functions.

Con Ed disagrees, urging instead that
utilities customize back-out credits for
marketers that take on some consumer
protection requirements and credit and
collections duties,

NEMA worries that sets a bad
precedent when utilities’ purchasing
receivables is supposed to be a

temporary measure, especially since
PSC guidance on unbundling bills would
move some customer care, credit and
collections costs out of delivery rates.

If those costs are “improperly
allocated to delivery services,” NEMA
warned, “it will frustrate the purpose of
the unbundling proceeding and permit a
significant part of utilities’ legacy
systems that support competitive servies
to be subsidized by delivery rates.”

NEMA urged that utilities instead
develop competitive rates for those
functions so marketers would be charged

conservation tips.
Customers are to begin receiving the

revamped bills next month.
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only for utility services they use.
Even if a utility buys a marketers’

receivables, marketers still provide
customer care related to the commodity
so those costs shouldn’t be buried in
delivery rates, NEMA added.

Tell us what you think..  We want to hear from you.  Send your comments,
questions and suggestions about today’s RT to editor@restructuringtoday.com.

Abbreviations:  To see a glossary of  RT’s abbreviations, go to
www.restructuringtoday.com/glossary.html.
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